
In a ground-breaking co-operative venture, Ness and Takex have created 
what we think are the best outdoor detection devices ever made! 

Combining Takex’s superb outdoor PIRs with Ness’ proven radio 
technology, the TX-103R and TX-114R Outdoor Radio PIRs provide 
excellent detection capabilities, all weather operation and long radio 
range to suit a variety of outdoor applications.

Both models are packed with sophisticated features including adjustable 
photocell for optional “night only” operation, adjustable motion detection 
area, 180˚ internal lens adjustment, long life Lithium battery operation 
with battery saving mode. 

The TX-103R is supplied with a choice of wide and narrow angle lenses 

TX-114R
Pet Tolerant to 18kg
Dual zone coverage
Pointable through 180°
Adjustable sensitivity
Adjustable pulse count
9V Lithium battery powered

TX-103R
Pointable through 180°
Adjustable sensitivity
Adjustable pulse count
Selectable day/night operation
9V Lithium battery powered
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while the  TX-114R has a unique dual zone coverage pattern and is pet 
tolerant up to 18kg to prevent nuisance triggers by animals.

The built-in radio transmitter, custom designed and made in Australia 
by Ness specifically for Takex outdoor PIRs,  sends alarms in encrypted 
Ness format along with supervisory messages, low battery alarm (and 
tamper alarm for the TX-114R).

Compatible control panels include any radio-enabled Ness panel 
including ECO8x, D8x, D16x, R16 and M1 Gold.  Or use a Ness standalone 
receiver and interface with almost any control panel or automation 
system on the market.

Takex and Ness, collaborating to bring you the best of both!

Available now from Ness and selected distributors in Australia and New Zealand.

Visit Ness on the web for more information and a list of Ness branches 
or email us at sales@ness.com.au

Visit www.takex.com.au for more information or email us at
cvandugteren@takex.com.au
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